Department of Performing Arts Graduates

Based on nine-month post-graduation survey results

- 67% Employed
- 5% Accepted to Graduate School
- 2% Employed and Accepted to Graduate School
- 14% Seeking Employment
- 12% Other

Number of Graduates: 43

Where Are They Now?

Class of 2013 graduates of the Department of Performing Arts can be found working and earning advanced degrees from prestigious graduate schools throughout California, New York, New Jersey, Kentucky, Georgia, North Carolina, and Illinois.

Sample Employers

- Arena Stage at the Mead Center for American Theater
- B Street Theatre
- Celebrity Cruise Line
- DanceMedia
- Dancin’ Unlimited Jazz Dance Company

Sample Position Titles

- Actor
- Carpenter
- Choreographer
- Dancer
- Set Designer/ Assistant Technical Director

Sample Graduate Schools

- Binghamton University (SUNY)
- Cincinnati Conservatory of Music
- New York University
- University of Oregon

What Employers Say

"With over 14 years in the business as an agent and agency owner, I have met with hundreds of students in universities and colleges and find the students from Elon among the most talented, qualified, professional, organized and prepared."

Craig Holzberg
Avalon Artists Group

The Student Professional Development Center, Office of Career Services, surveys each graduating class with regard to their post-graduation placement. Graduates are surveyed 3 months and 9 months after graduation. For the class of 2013, there was a final response rate of 93% per 9-month survey.